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                                        BICC's dropped catches cost bigtime against Raval Sporting

                                        	Umer Razi
	
                                                04/04/2022
	 
                                                Comments
                                            


                                        
                                            We arrived in Vic with March’s incredible cold snap still in full flow, the car thermometer reading 0º and some frost still lingering in the shade! Unlike our game against Botany Bay last week, at least the sun was out. With one car arriving at the ground late, we forfeited the toss and were put in the field - not exactly what you want in such cold conditions. The first innings was littered with far too many dropped catches to be able to remember when they took place, but we est[...]
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                                        Batting collapse costs BICC vs Men in Blue

                                        	Umer Razi
	
                                                28/03/2022
	 
                                                Comments
                                            


                                        
                                            After a narrow defeat in the rain on Saturday, BICC had two fixtures on Sunday. The first of these was a league match in Empuriabrava against local rivals Men in Blue. Unlike the day before in Vic, the sun was out and there was grass on the outfield.After arriving just in the nick of time, captain Umer Razi jumped straight out of the car and ran to the middle for the toss. We were to bowl first.After a wayward start, the opening pair of Shriram and Burhan started hitting a good length and putti[...]
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                                        BICC: First league game of 2022 ends in loss

                                        	Umer Razi
	
                                                01/03/2022
	 
                                                Comments
                                            


                                        
                                            ScorecardFor the second year running, our first game of the season changed grounds at the last minute, although at least this time it was just 100 metres across the Vic playing fields! With the sun barely over the hilly horizon, captain Umer Razi won the toss and, much to the annoyance of his sleepy and chilly team, chose to bowl first. Our opponents Ali Youngster CC, losing finalists in last year’s 30 over competition, featured former BICC player Tanzeer Mohammad. We had three players ma[...]
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There are no Live matches available now 
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                                                                Raval Sporting CC won by 9 Run(s)
                                                             Scorecard
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                                                                GOLDEN KING CRICKET CLUB won by 16 Run(s)
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                                                                Catalunya Tigers CC won by 5 Wickets
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                                                                BANGLADESH KING'S CC SUB 15 won by 7 Wickets
                                                             Scorecard
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                                                                SANTA PERPETUA CC SUB 15 won by 102 Run(s)
                                                             Scorecard
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                                                                BANGLADESH KING'S CC SUB 15 won by 8 Wickets
                                                             Scorecard
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There are no upcoming matches scheduled yet 
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